
	

	

 
 
Planning Department         Our Ref: KLW/15/225 
Sevenoaks District Council 
Argyle Road 
Sevenoaks 
Kent 
TN13 1HG 

Date: 22nd  March 2021 
 
 
 

Dear Mr Sperryn 
 
 
SE/20/03660/FUL  

CHEVENING ESTATE PARKLAND ENHANCEMENT, INCLUDING CONSTRUCTION OF 
LANDSCAPED MOUNDS, NEW PLANTING, SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE AND PUBLIC ACCESS.  

 
 
Following the submission of the above planning application, we have noted that consultees have begun 
responding and in our view some of these require a response from the applicant. For ease of reference I 
will set this letter out based on each consultee and where appropriate have attached to this letter a 
series of responses from our consultants addressing the matters raised.  
 
Public Rights of Way 
 
Following the submission of their letter dated 29th December 2020, we have met with Ms Biddall to 
discuss the points raised. In the meeting it was agreed that a comprehensive signage strategy to direct 
walkers away from Sudridge Road was necessary and to facilitate this we include a plan identifying the 
position of the signage. A planning condition can ensure that this is implemented. Our Highway 
consultant has reviewed the main issues and a short letter setting out their comments is attached. 
 
Furthermore, the applicant has agreed that they would upgrade the proposed new routes around Turvins 
Farm, as noted on the signage plan, to adopted Public Rights of Way. Their width would be sufficient for 
walkers to pass and re-pass. Furthermore the applicant has agreed to enhance the surface of PROW 
SR174, where it does not already cross hardsurfaces, to a stone chipped surface – as requested by the 
PROW officer. 
 
Following discussions it was noted that upgrades to a cycle and brideway network was not possible 
because the new permissive routes within the site were circular and offered no connection to existing 
cycleways and bridleways. If cycleways were proposed then those arriving from the east would be 
encouraged to cross the road at one of its most dangerous points. It was also likely to encourage cyclists 
and equestrians to park in the village and use the facilities.It is not therefore considered to be 
appropriate from a highway safety or village amenity perspective. It is also the case that the ‘land-take’ 
for equestrian/cycle/pedestrian routes would be extensive in width and would alter the character of the 
landscape. Consequently, for reasons of safety, landcape character and to avoid cyclists and 
equestrians using the village for parking, the routes proposed would remain for walkers only. 



	

	

 
It is considered that the enhancements to the rights of way can be secured by instructive planning 
conditions. 
 
Historic England 
 
The applicants note this consultees response dated 18th January 2021 and confirmation of their 
support/no objection. Importantly, Historic England considered the heritage benefits of the new 
landscape and the enhancements to the Chevening Estate. They support the screening to the M25 and 
the creation of a more welcoming and imposing entrance to a historically significant house. It is noted 
that although some older field boundaries would be removed, they do not make a particularly distinct 
contribution and that the landscape proposals deliver enhancements. Historic England conclude that 
there would be public benefits. Finally, it is concluded that Historic England do not consider that there 
would be harm to this designated Chevening House, its parkland estate nor to the village.  
 
 Sevenoaks Conservation Officer 
 
The applicants note the comments of the Council’s Conservation Officer dated 14th January 2021 and 
confirmation of their support/no objection. The officer considers that the new parkland character would 
be appropriate to the setting of the heritage assets. There is support for the enhancement of the principal 
approach and through landscaping and planting the officer notes the benefits of screening the M25 and 
its lights from the surroundings. The new footpaths will enhance views of the wider assets and this is 
considered to be a benefit. The officer supports planning conditions to manage the development in a 
sensitive way. 
 
Natural England 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of Natural England dated 15th January 2021 and confirmation of their 
support/no objection. The consultee does not consider there to be any adverse effect upon statutorily 
protected nature conservation sites or other species. 
 
Kent County Council Ecological Advice Service 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of the Council’s Biodiversity officer dated 19th January 2021. The 
officer is supportive of the mitigation measures proposed during the construction phase – specifically 
detailed in the Construction Phase Ecological Management Strategy. An instructive  planning condition is 
recommended which the applicant supports. Whilst there is concern over the extent of hedgerow 
removal, it is recognised that transplanting of important hedgerows will occur and that the Hedgerow 
Regulations Act must be adhered to. Importantly, it is noted that overall biodiversity net gain will be 
created. It is recommended that a planning condition be imposed to set out the habitat creation, 
enhancement and management. 
 
The Gardens Trust 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of this consultee and confirmation of their neutrality on this matter. 
 
 
 
 
 



	

	

Kent Downs AONB and Landscape Issues 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of Kent Down’s Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Unit dated 9th 
February 2021 and confirmation of their support/no objection to the proposals overall. The consultee 
notes the removal of arable land to parkland and loss of some historic field boundaries, but the overall 
positive landscape enhancement and bio-diversity enhancement, together with enhancements to 
heritage assets aligns with the Darent Valley Strategic Landscape Enhancement Plan and the 
Landscape Character Area recommendations. The enhanced access proposals were also supported and 
commended, although the Unit would like to see enhanced access to cyclists and equestrians. Given the 
above commentary we feel that the proposals align fully with the landscape character objectives of the 
AONB and the general openness of the Green Belt. This development can be considered as 
‘exceptional’ and therefore compliant. 
 
As noted in the response to the PROW, enhancing cycle/equestrian routes without wider connectivity 
would not be practical as it raises parking and other highway safety issues. In any event, the land take 
required for cyclsist and bridleways would have a landscape impact. 
 
A number of other consultees, principally the Parish Council’s, have made comments about the 
landscape effects of the proposals and in particular alternative schemes. A letter from the applicant’s 
Landscape Consultant is appended to this cover letter to address and clarify those comments. 
 
Lead Local Flood Authority 
 
The LLFA has requested clarification on the design of the mounds and in particular the relationship of 
the mound slope to the footpath and ditches and how this might affect runoff towards Sundridge Road. 
Two plans are submitted (210309 CEPE PA 201A and 202A). The drawings are aimed at giving a 
defined finished landform that can be conditioned and they have been amended to clarify the surface 
features between the mounds and Sundridge Road to mitigate surface runoff reaching Sundridge Road.  
In essence between the toe of the mounds and Sundridge Road there will be: 

• a ditch/pond system to collect surface runoff, 
• a footpath on a small elevated strip (300mm high) to act as a further barrier acting in concert with 

the ditch 
• outside the footpath will be a buried French drain to drain the undisturbed ground between the 

earthworks and Sundridge Road, 
•  the existing hedge at the site boundary is to be retained and this sits on a small continuous 

mound 300mm higher than the surroundings. 
 
Together the above features  will ensure that no runoff affects Sundridge Road and that the proposed 
finished landform can be comfortably conditioned against the above drawings. A specific written 
response is appended from our consultant, Water Environment Limited. 
  
Environmental Health 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of the Environmental Health Officer dated 19th January 2021 and 
confirmation of their no objection. It is noted that there is no objection to non noisy working on Saturday 
afternoon and Sunday’s although we would note that there is no intention to work at weekends. A 
monitoring regime is recommended via  a planning condition and this is supported by the applicant. 
 
 



	

	

Kent County Council Highway Authority 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of the Highway Authroity dated 26th January 2021 and confirmation 
of their support/no objection. The Highway Authority accepts the Road safety Audit and notes that a 
s278 may be required for works affecting the highway. They support the achievable visibility splays and 
recommend these are secured before commencement. This is supported by the applicant. Comments 
are made on highway safety, HGV routing and management and highway impact and attached to this 
letter is a response by the applicant’s highway consultant RGP. Subject to a reconsideration following 
RGP’s response, some planning conditions covering highways will be needed and these are supported 
by the applicant. 
 
The application proposes rights of access using permissive and adopted paths. The Highway Authorities 
comments regarding restricting other types of access (ie not linked to the PROW’s) is noted but not 
something that is considered to be necessary in realtion to this planning application. The applicant would 
not support such a condition which prevents public access even though they have no intention of 
allowing any wider public access other than for what is contained within the proposals and the 
occaisional open day they have undertaken in past years. For example, the gardens are opened 2-3 
times a year for visitors. A restriction, as suggested, is unnecessary and not reasonable in these 
circumstances. 
 
Riverhead Parish Council 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of the Parish Council dated 18th January 2021 and the objections 
lodged. In their response to the Highway Authority, the applicant’s highway consultants (RGP) air quality 
(Phlorum) and Noise (South Downs), have also commented on the  issues raised by this organisation. 
 
Halstead Parish Council and Badgers Mount Parish Council 
 
We note the comments received in relation to HGV traffic and Green Belt and responses have been 
made in the sections of this letter and in the response of RGP – the applicants highway consultant 
together with responses on air quality and noise. Badgers Mount Parish Council have also asked why 
they were not contacted during the pre-application consultation period. Although Badgers Mount Parish 
Council may not have been directly spoken to, they have become aware of the proposals through the 
Council’s consultation process and given the platform to submit their comments. We hope that the 
responses given in this pack of information can go some way to explain the application further and allay 
their concerns. 
 
Chevening Parish Council 
 
The applicant’s note the comments of Chevening Parish Council dated 19th January 2021 and 
confirmation of their objection. The applicant’s note that they have employed the Landscape Consultancy 
Liz Lake Associates to comment on the landscape impact of the proposals and ADN Planning Ltd who 
comment on Green Belt matters, the AONB and Traffic. Chevening Parish Council have also commented  
upon air quality effects, noise, the type of material to be used, and the opening of the estate to visitors. In 
relation to landscape matters, the applicant’s landscape consultants, Lloyd Bore, have prepared a letter 
to address the points raised.It is appended herewith. 
 
On issues of traffic, noise and air quality the applicant’s consultants – Southdowns (noise), Phlorum (air 
quality) and RGP (Highways) have produced responses which are attached to this letter and which 
address the matters raised. It is not intended to repeat their conclusions here other than to say that the 



	

	

design of the scheme is acceptable and meets the relevant policy tests. The Parish Council has also 
suggested that financial penalties could be imposed if HGV traffic were to breach the agreed route plan. 
However, we believe that this would go beyond the remit of the planning system but in any event is 
unnecessary given the proposed HGV Managaement Strategy.  
 
Chevening Parish Council has also asked for assurances on the control of soil and soil forming materials 
that are to be imported. The proposal would seek to import suitable soil and soil forming materials 
typically that which comes from excavation for construction work.  The control of import is typically 
undertaken against a permit issued by the Environment Agency (EA). By far the vast majority will be soil, 
although some components may include  stone/brick/concrete/gravel and other hard fractions.  The 
material needs to be suitable for its intended use which in this case can be split into 3 main groups: 

1. General bulk fill to form the basic shape, this needs to be at an appropriate moisture content and 
sensible size so that it can be spread and compacted in layers, 

2. Liner for Ponds – basically clay based soils that can be compacted in layers to achieve the 
required degree of low permeability 

3. Cover soils – more friable soils, probably placed through a screener to remove larger particles, 
mixed with an organic soil improver to form a growing medium for trees/grasses.  The existing 
topsoil will be reused within this layer.  

4. Within these groups unacceptable materials such as logs etc would be excluded.  Any woody 
materials would be used for habitat enhancements like hibernacula.  

 
We can categorically confirm that neither the EA nor the applicant would accept general household 
waste and other unacceptable materials such as contaminated soils.  In any event, the site is to be 
managed under the most rigorous of environmental controls as set out by the EA including inspection of 
material on arrival and a sampling testing regime on site which is typically 1 test per 1,000 cubic metres 
of fill placed.  The testing regime (before delivery at the source site & post delivery on site) is compared 
against a suite of contamination thresholds agreed with the EA as part of the permit. The thresholds are 
set to be protective of users, the end use (grazing in part), planting, habitat and controlled waters ( eg 
ponds, rivers, groundwater).  The results of the testing and import sources are shared with the EA from 
time to time and also at the end of the project in order to discharge the permit.   
  
The previously submitted CEMP clarifies: 
 

1. The materials we are anticipating importing and their intended purpose see section 5 Material 
Specification. 

2. The process we have to go through to allow import from any given source site – see section 6.5 
Material Management and the associated flow chart. 

3. The need for our own onsite testing is not specifically stated but it is an absolute requirement of 
all EA permits. 

 
HGV Traffic 
 
A general concern raised by the various Parish Councils is to the amount of HGV traffic on the local road 
network. However, it is important to remember that some of the soil being used in the proposed project is 
coming from local development sites including housing sites which have been granted planning 
permission and are being built. The soil represents excavated foundations and other excavations which 
cannot be used by the housebuilders. Consequently, if the soil could not be used for the proposals then 
HGV’s would still be active on local roads taking that same soil to landfill sites or to other construction 
sites. The HGV traffic is not new traffic but existing traffic redirected to Chevening Estate. 
 



	

	

 
 
Green Belt 
 
Chevening Parish Council and their advisors have queried the Green Belt acceptability of the proposals. 
The planning statement, which accompanies this planning application included a review of the proposals 
against Green Belt policy at paragraphs 5.13-5.14 and 6.13 to 6.18. In that review a thorough 
examination of the scheme against Green Belt policy was undertaken. The objector partly hinges their 
case on the claim that the mounds harm openness and so do not meet the clause at paragraph 146. 
They say that the mounds would appear ‘man made’. However, this is not borne out by either the 
landscape assessment produced by the applicant nor other consultees. In all respects the landscaping is 
considered to be ‘parkland’ in character and carefully designed to create gentle undulations when viewed 
from vantage points around the Estate. Whilst this is a managed landscape, it would not constitute the 
same type of impact that would accompany a continuous bund commonly built for noise screening 
purposes. In this case the mounds are varied in their location to ensure a naturalistic effect. They are 
proposed to be carefully landscaped to secure the benefit of screening the M25. 
 
In that context, the claim that the scheme falls outside of the paragraph 146 exemption is not considered 
to be the case. You may recall that in the Council’s pre-application response of 4th June 2020, you said: 
 
“Whilst the site lies within the Green Belt and whilst the proposals would involve changing the levels of 
the land, they would retain the open and landscaped nature of the site. Thus, I see no direct conflict 
with Green Belt policy. The key issues in my view, would relate to the impact on the character of the 
landscape and whether the proposals are likely to represent an enhancement, in which case they may 
be considered to benefit the listed building, conservation area and the character of the AONB.” 
 
In the context of the wide number of supporting statements received from statutory consultees (see 
below),  we feel that your conclusions that Green Belt openness would not be conflicted with is correct. 
The scheme is fully within the scope of paragraph 146 of the NPPF and in this particular case is classed 
as ‘appropriate’ development. 
 
As noted in the Planning Statement, even if the view were taken that the development fell into the 
‘inappropriate’ category, the evidence presented clearly demonstrates that very special circumstances 
exist. In the planning statement it is confirmed that very special circumstances can be any material 
consideration and that when these are considered together they should be sufficient to outweigh any 
harm. As you know there has been a significant number of supporting comments from a wide variety of 
sources. Historic England have supported the enhancments for heritage reasons; the AONB unit have 
supported the parkland landscape; the Rights of Way officer has also supported the very significant 
public access proposals;  your conservation advisor also supports the heritage benefits; the LLFA 
support the drainage enhancements and KCC Ecology that have also supported the very significant uplift 
in biodiversity enhancement. In view of this confirmation that the proposals enhance a broad spectrum of 
matters of environmental and community importance, we consider that there is no doubt that should the 
parkland landscape be considered to affect opennesss, then very special circumstances clearly apply 
and they apply in such numbers as to make the decision making on this issue a positive. In summary the 
very special circumstances are: 
 

• visual screening of the M25 and benefits to the setting of heritage assets including the 
village and Church, Chevening House and its approaches, the registered Park and 
Garden and the Conservation Area; 



	

	

 
 

• Enhancement of the sight lines from the Registered Park and Garden, the village and 
Church which forms a setting for Chevening House, towards the motorway as noted to be 
a benefit in the RPS heritage assessment; 

• Support from Historic England for the landscaping scheme and the enhancement of 
setting of the heritage assets; 

• the introduction of parkland style landscaping to replace the patchwork of arable fields and 
that this compliments evolution of the parkland landscape around Chevening House and 
Village which has been undertaken over the past few centuries. 
 

• new paths constructed in part to an all ability  standard linking St Botolph’s Church to the 
wider area. New and enhanced routes generally to encourage safe and secure public 
access including alternative routes to allow pedestrians to avoid on road walking; 

• attenuation of flooding on Chevening and Sundridge Roads with new drainage ditches 
and  attenuation water bodies; 

• contribution to AONB Darent Valley project by effectively mitigating flooding in the area; 
• habitat gain and bio diversity enhancements which have exceeded all expectations and 

fully supported by KCC Ecology; 
• high quality planting;  
• new below ground foul drainage infrastructure; and: 
• improved highway safety to Sundridge Road by mitigating flooding and improvements to 

Chevening crossroads sight lines.  

Chevening Parish Council has also queried whether alternative screening could be introduced as a 
visual screen because they feel that this would be less harmful. They have also suggested that 3d 
visuals are prepared to enable an examination of the proposed landscape.The applicants landscape 
consultant, Lloyd Bore, has addressed the fact that the M25 is at a raised level of around 3 to 4 m 
compared with the nearby Estate which means that to screen the high sided vehicles a solid barrier 9 to 
12m high is required to address the view from the key parts of the site.  Such a barrier alone would not 
deal with the light columns and other raised infrastructure, and hence the trees ontop.  An alternative 
option would be for a smaller mound with an extremely high fence on top together with a planted section 
of trees in front. The tree planting would not completely screen the motorway infrastructure (and possibly 
yht efence) and in any event would probably take upwards of 40-60 years to reach maturity. A  smaller 
mound and large fenceline would be an alien feature that negatively affects the setting of the Heritage 
Assets and surrounding landscape in much the same way as the motorway currently does. 
Notwithstanding, it is clear that this alternative would not be conducive to a ‘parkland landscape’ and so 
not only would the alternative be harmful from a visual perspective but it would also prevent the 
completion of the parkland landscape proposed for this last quadrant of the Estate. Finally, the proposed 
works enable all the benefits that have been listed in the Planning Statement and which are noted below. 
The alternative scheme would not enable these things to happen. 

The Parish Council has also asked for information on visiting dignatories, however, the main purpose of 
the scheme is heritage and landscape led. Whilst the landscape benefits will undoubtedly allow visiting 
dignatories to experience a enhanced experience, this is not the driver for the application and neither is it 
specific to individuals. Section 4 of the Heritage Assessment by RPS explains the benefits in more detail. 

 

 



	

	

 

 

Summary 

In the context of the above comments and the responses attached to this letter, we conclude that the 
development is acceptable and that planning permission should, with appropriate planning conditions, be 
granted. With this in mind we would be happty to discuss the next stages with you and any further 
information you may need. In particular we would be keen to see any draft planning conditions. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Martin Hull MRTPI 
Kember Loudon Williams Ltd	
Martin.hull@klw.co.uk	




